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ABSTRACT
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The stability of motion of a satellite orbiting the earth is being
investigated. The mathematical mode: consists of a rigid body with two
flexible antennas. A simplified. model uses two vi&aously damped
oscillators to simulate the antennas. The motion is described by ten
generalized coordinates of which three are used for the motion of the
center of the rigid body, three for the angular rotations of the body
and four for the displacements of the oscillators.
Almost every investigator working on this problem considers the
satellite as rigid and assumes that there is no interacuion between the
orbital motion and the rotational stability of the body. This is
implied in the assumption that the center of mass moves in a given
orbit; this assumption is referred to as orbital. constraints. Where
the body contains moving parts, such as the oscillators, the center of
mass shifts with respect to the rigid body. In this case it may be
more convenient to Work with the center of the rigid body.
For a body moving in a circular orbit it is convenient to introduce
a frame of reference orbiting with the body. This investigation is
concerned with the possibility that *!%e motion in which the body
undergoes no rotation with respect to the orbiting frame of reference
is stable. To this end the direct method-of Liapounov is used for t::e
case in which the center of the rigid body is constrained to move in a
circular orbit as well as for the unconstrained case. The conclusion,
is that the orbital constraints assumption dust defined is not valid.
it is approximately valid if the mass of the oscillators is small
relative to the mass of the rigid body. Stability criteria have been
derived for three equilibrium configaraticns which are intim&,te]y related
to the gravity-gradient stabilization, case for the rigid body.
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The analysis of the mathematical model using frexible rods to
simulate the antennas is more eompli.-Ated but does not reveal additional
information. This work vill be reported later.
The case in which the satellite does undergo rotational motion
with respect to the orbiting fraw of reference is presently beia$
investigated.
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I. Introduction
The purpose of this study is to examine the stability of motion of a
rigid body with elastically connected moving parts vhich undergoes rotational
motion with respect to an inertial system, Whila the center of the rigid
body orbits around the earth. The mathematicel model consists of a rigid
body with principal mass moments of inertia. A, D, and C about the principal
axes x, y, and z. Along the z axis there are two viscously Uned oscillators
attached.
i'igurr 1
Me body represents a man-made satellite where the oscillators are meant
to sl inidate flexible erAtennas . Under certain circumstances, the mow* exact
analysis obtained by regarding the antennas as flexible rods yields results
which do not differ appreciably from the results obtained from the analysis
using; the oscillators.
Due to functional recuirements it is l.esirable thgt such a satellite
maintain a certain attitude vith respect to an inertial system or with respect
to a moving system of reference. One such reference system, called orbital
system of axes, is that foi which the three coordinate axes are aligned
with the tangent to the orbit, the radial direction, and the normal to
the orbit plane. 'this ;
 of course, assumes that the orbit is circular.
Y
2It is possible to use an active cont=1 system to maintain the satellite
orientation. We shall be interest.edp however, 3r. stabilizatiou by passive
maw . ,
When cane is interested in a satellite that has one axis pointing
towards the earth at all times it is possible, in certain circumstances,
to use the differential.-gravity torgae as a passive m..ane of stabili-
zation. This method is known as ravjj ,^gra&ent stabilization. It is
based on the fact ghat, for a no:i-sptwing boy, tho gravitational torques
tend to align the axis of minimum moment of inertia of the body with the
radial direction from the center of farce (which is assumed to coincide:
with the center of moss of the earth) to the center of mass of the
satellite. Another passive method of stabilization is known as sni.n-
stab^ilizat^. This method is based on the fact tha4 a spinning body
tends to maintain the direction of the spin axis fixed in an inertial
space if no disturbing torquee scat present. In this case the diffPreati.al.
gravity torque can be used to impact a steady precession to the booty.
A considerable amount of work has been done in the w-ea of satellite
stabilization by passive means. The research proposal. dated September 11L
196+ contains a survey of the related work. Since t:1at date a number of
papers in the same general area, have been published. Of these we sb&1.1
single out the papers by K. H. Wadleigh, A. J'., Galloway, and Y. P1.
Nfa:thui* , and P. W. Likine** . The first paper disc usses the pos:iib i^ lll,:-y of
passively damping the nutation which a gh l result from any distcurbing
moments in a spin-stabilized space vehicle. The raevice nonsists of a
single damped oscillator. 1 1he space vehicle that is considered is nct,
hclaever, an orbiting satellite and consequently does not include conaideraa
tion of gravity torqueti . The second paper, elthoctgh it ^'.oes consider the
gravitational torques, regards the satellite as a :rigid b^4y. TniEi paper,
in essence, obtains the sane results as chose obt.%ined by R. rringl.e
Spinning Vehicle Nutation Damp'n-, " ; cux7ml of Spa+:ec •raf't, Vol.. I,
No. 6, pp. 588-552, Nov.-Dec., lSj64.
""Stability of a S ymmetrical Satellite in X(titudes Fixed in an
Orbiting Reference Frame," Journal of Latranauti.cal Sciences, Vol. X11,
No. 1, pp. 18-24, Spring 1965•
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Jr* by using a slightly different approach. The interesting part about
the paper by Likine is that it uses the same approach as envisioned by
the author of this report. The problem that is presently being investi-
gated, however, is considerably more comprehensive due t,-) the fact that
the body has elastic coagments fend possesses demi..ng characteristics.
In this respect, the present mathematical model is more realistic.
The problem under investigation is formulated by means of methods
of aniLytical mechanics. The variational approach leads to Lagrange ° s
equations of motion. Are Amer al.i.zed coordinates for the si vlified model
which uses oscillators to simulate the flexible antennas, we have three
coordinates defining the position of the origin of the x y z system
in space, three angular coordinates describing the orientation of the
principal. axes N. Y. and z) and four linear d1splecements, two for each
oscillator, describing the positions of the oscillators with respect
to the axes x, y, and z. This gives a total of ten generalized coordi-
nates. The formulaticn leads to ten ccupled equations of motion vhich
a,,-,e highly nonlinear.
Since we are interested in the stability of motion, the method of
solution that has been employed consists of determining some possible
stable configuration f-om the equations of motion and checking the
stability of motion in the neighborhood of this motion. This can be
dme by means of as irXinitesimal analysis which consists of linearizing
the equations about a possible stable configuration, known as a dynamic
equilibrium or plain equilibrium position, and using a perturbation
method. Thia method, however, can make a positive statement only about
the instability of a system and not the stability. Another method of
approach is the Liauounw second, or direct, method which can make a
statement about the quAity of equilibrium without solving the equations
of motion. The main difficulty in using this method lies in devising a
Limunav function i4hich is to be used for ' sting purposes.
Among all  possible equilibrium configure =.ens the cases which can
be interpreted ss tie gravity-gradient stabil.ize Al case is of particular
interest at this point. In alnost every, previous work on the s­bjeet,
* "Bounds 'of the Librations of a Symmetric Satellite," AIAA Journal,
Vol. 2, No. 5, Pp • 9W-912, may 1964 •
it has been assumed that the body is rigid and that orbital constraints are
imposed such that the center of m os of the body moves in a circular orbit,
Re • const., at a constant angular velocity nb. This assumption allows a
reduction of the number of generalized coordinates by three. When the body
contains moving parts, such as the ovcillators, the center of mass shifts
with respect to the xys system and io may be more convenient to apply the
orbital constraint on the origin 0 of the xyz oysters. Analysis was
pertbrmed with and without the use of orbital constraints and stability
criteria were derived for each case. A major conclusion of the present study
is that while the orbital constraints just defined are valid for a rigid
satellite (for which there is no distinction betweer: the origin 0 and the
center of mass) It is not valid for u. satellite corta:ining elastic parts.
The assumption is reasonable if the mass of the oscillators is small relative
to the total mass of the system. Although this conclusion was reached for
a special dynamic equilibrium position and using a mathematical model of a
certain configurations it is felt that the conclusion may be valid under much
brcaader circumstances. Certainly it points out a problem area which should
not be overlooked in future investigations.
The gravity-gradient stab lization implies the y he book, possesses
an angular velocity % with respect to an inertia:. space, the ang-'C a:
velocity being equal to the orbital angular velocity. Thus the angular
velocity between the body and the orbitadl system of axes is zero at an
equilibrium point. The differential equations describing this motion
are autonomous, and solutions by means of the Liapounov method have
been accomplished. In the case of spin stabilization in a gravitational
field, the angular velocity of the body is different than Ib.9 and the
differential equations describing the motion con"Cain periodic coefficients.
In this case, a mathematical analysis may present insurmountable problems;
Nevertheless an attempt will :. made in this direction.
The next stage of the investigation consists of the identification
of other dynamic equilibrium configurations and developing stability
criteria. To this end, infinitesimal. and L;apounov-typc:
 solutions 'will
be attempted. Any progreES made by using the latter approach will be a
contribution toward advancing the current state of the east.
5A natural extension of the present investigation should consider
elliptical rather than circular orbits. liar the ^sse of li.brating,
noi.spinuiag communications satellites one may include the effect of sol.k:r
rpAiation pressure. Either of tuese problems appsanvortby of a future
research project.
Another problem oi° interest would be the case in which the satellite
contains internal movirbg parts such that the mass moments of inertia
change according to a predetermined pattern. This problem, too t
 could
be the subject of a future research investigation.
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2. CoorO.inate System$ and Coordinate T^ any=formaJ.cnsr.rrrr
	 ^
As mentioned in the. introduction,. the motion of the satellite is
described by ten generalized. coordinates. It vil l& prove eowienient to
describe the orientation of the body -W tw) different .seta of coordi-
nates. In the investigation of the stability about equi.iibrivm positi.w.s
ve i3h&U make use, at different times ., of bath systems of coordinates.
Since the directions of displacements of the oscillators is knovn with
respect to a set: of body axe:a X , y: z ► ve she.11. be concerned first with
the determination of the orientation a` the x, y j z eases in space. To
this end let us consider Figure 2 and designate to inertial coordinate
iaystem by X, Y, Z.
The projection on the reference ;Mane XY of tlae radial lire .  Rc,
from the center of force, CF, to the venter of the body, 0, maXe:7 an angle
4 with the reference axis X,
i?
Kgure 2
7The angle between this projection and the radius vector R  is denoted
by 9. The tried a, b, c is such that a and c are in a plane normal to
the reference plane XY vith a in the direction A  and c normal. to AC
vhereas b is normal. to both a and c. The arieutation of the body will
be measured Britt respect to this triad in two rays, as shown !n Figures
3(a) and 3(b)•
(a)	 (L- )
igure 3
From r^ igure 3( a) , sm see that the coordinate trrnsfox aation relating
the coordinates a, C ) z and X; y t
I x	 1.	 '
1	 i	 X&	 ^Xb	 1XC j
}	
l
y F u	 lya lyb lvw
	
z i
	 xa	 zb	 c1"^L	 J
z caw:. be written in t; a matrix form
a
b
C
s.
cat cc4 - s9l 882 89
-c82 	-x91 0@` c(p
602 cal
	
C91 SIT 	 -86 ,	 - CO2 so  sq) 4 a l
	
Co.t OT	 092 acp - ce2 s91 ey 4 3 2.1)
	
s61 	C$2 cal 	C!
t	 1
where IXa is the &reatian sc+eine between the x axis and tba a axis.
etc., said
e92 : cos GO	 891 - sin 9 1 , etc.
The angular velocity comments of the body may be written
i	 1(-c9 802 + Be c02) c-V - (cA c92 + s9 s82) C:"l scpJ
c91 ST 4- $2 C81 aq, - $1 sip .
Rr • i [(ce x92 - so c92 ) s-,4 - (Co. cot + so v 8y } m C
-_ c81 cy + 92 C91 C9 + 1 sq^
O t, ( ? c82
 + Se a9^) CS I
 - 9x81 + 62 sol + cp
(2.2)
in a similar way we obtain from r iguxe 3(b)
x	 c*CT - s*evscr-
v	 -C# sq - sf co cy
Z	 s^ s9
-a* scp + CI CO CN
-c* 139
s8^ 1
s6 r`sp
i1
Y
V
`Gs3
P d the correspmding angular -elocity ao=onents
Ox a $ (s® e* CT + ce Be stp - a^,, 8* Ca acp) - © ±'st '.:cp
+	 1 69) + i 86 s^p + 6 Cto
9f^ .. o (-s a ct srf + c P, as cup  - s 0 sir ce ccp) + ®(at scp
-at^8cq} +
 ;Be rn-8scp
f?; =i(0905+895*e8) +8c* s@+ i ce+sP
a^	 1
r^
C
m
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3. Energy F resai..one and R ►lea' s Iriesipatlor.uictttm
In order to use	 rge's fox L'Atica of the differential egustions
of motion me need the kinetic and potential ever , es of the body as vell
an Rayleigh's di ssipation functicii. The disci ticn Pmc;tim is a:
quadratic ftmetian of velocities which mo introduced by 	 'leigh
to acec^ ►^  nt for damping forces ire the hagrenge equatims . Yigure 4 Oxres
the mathemaUcal model of the bcZy.
Z
R
f^
xt
X
Figure 4
Denoting the velocity vector of as elem-nt of l:tie x igj K body of
rasa dM by V, and denoting the velocity ver:tors of the two rwAnea by
v.1 and v2, ve can ate the kinetic energy of the entire body in the
f orm
T = V "i (v	 v} dM + I' (v2 . v_L)+	 (72 . v2 )	 (3.1)
11
where the velocity vectors am given by the expressime
V . ie +6Xr
v, s RC + , rel + 7c 1	 (3.2 )*
_ . _	 _
V2 . We + r2 rel + 5 x r2
where
.	 .	 .
R  - R  I I + Rc ^ cogs 03 , + Re a Y'	 (3.3)
in the absolute velocit-y of ttie renter of mass in terms of conTments
along the abc axes (see F gure 2), and
r - xi + y- + zk
rl - v.,i + v^j + ek	 (3.4)
72 m V +w2J - arc
are the positions of the element of crass, dM, and the two messes, m,
relative to the aystem xyz. In a+dditim, n denotus the angular veto l&ty
vector of the body with respect to an inertial space and
z1 rel ` vi I + wl ,^
(3.5)
72 re l T" 2 i + 4 2 J
&I-e the velocities of' the two masses relative to the bod y
 eases xyz
Introducing Ec;s . (3.2) through (a.5) i.rto Eq. (3.1) We obtain
This assess that CF is at rest, Ohich i s ccly as approximation.
I?
an	 7	 7	 2T	 (2m + M'( 	 R  Las`" 8 t + R ^` }C	 C	 C
+ J(A r + 8 tC + C z)
+ j 
m ,v12 
+^2	
""l	 W2
* w22
^ 22	 :?	 2	 2	 2	 2., '^^	 2	 h+ C X (wl 2 + v2 + C (-;':L+ 2 ) L fir;	 + v2 + w, + V22
.
2OXS( rl -tire ) +2^lya(vl - a ,`) - 21^m (vl.'fl - viwl + v2w2 - y^,v
• 2n.O. (vlvl + v2w2 ) - ten z (wl tire ) - 290 P.x (v-, - v2 )
+ m(R l
	 + R Cos 0 1:1	 + R 9 1 )R t►.. + v„ w ;^ (x, + 'W ) j
	
C XA	 Xb	 C'	 V! L. I	 c	 Z ^.	 2 ^
+ m(;;c 1 t.	 1 c+ 	Cos @ 4 1yb	 c	 yc^+ R 6 1 ) ,;1 + w2 + C3z 't v1 + v :^ ) .^^
+ m(R
	
+2 cos	 1 + R	 1 
m
^
,
Ir (a f tir)	 (v + v) 1
	
c za	 C	 zb	 c	 e x. I	 2 -	 1	 2 j
(3.6)
vt ere
A' s A + ?m a2
i3•'r)
Fs	 B 2ma.2
The potential enewgy consiate of trio pasts, grevitaticnaei az)d elasti c
potential energy. We shall f{rst evaluate the. peotentiaal energy Mize to
gravity. For an "Luverrse square central fore field the potential emrgy
is giver. 't^y
VG,^-.,J°,! R dM- ^m- R m+ coxist
L.
r?•3)
vhere K - GM  is the sf rergth of the field vh ch is equ&a to the product
of the °iniversal gravitational constvxu, G, and the mazz of the earth, Me.
Of course, this assumes that the earth's density i.a a ''*^mn e:ticn only of t,-,e
distance from the center of the earth.
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The reciprocal of the abuolu a value of the radius erector R cAm be
written in the form
C^Rc + r) • (Re + r)
2Rc-1 , Re
-2 ^^ r) _ Rc-3^ 2 j ^^• 7)2]	 (3A9)
8ic11ar expressions can be- written for l and R 2 upon noting that
Rl a Rc + - 1 	 R2 - Re + r2 t here . 1  and r2 sae given by R qs . (3
'"his allows us to obtain
YC
c 
(2rn + l^) +	 L {^rl + v2 lea + ( '^"l + N2  l'yaj
Ile
+1c3 (A' + b  + C) - 	 [(C + 8 - A1) 1^
 c
+ (C + A' - R') 1^ 4 (.A' + B' C) 1. J
m	 2	 2	 2	 2Km[ (
'1 2+v2 2+^..^.^ (vl + v2 .L wl +u2 ) -	 ^^ 
	
2) lx+^2 Kc	 2 &c"
+ (W 2 + w22 ) lv2 + 2 a (vl - v2 ) 3'xa ? za + 2 a (xl - v2) lye 1za
+ 2 ( v .1w, + ve2 ) IYa 1	 + canst .
YSU
(3.10)
As,swning thet the springs are 1.uear and that the spring constants
: ►2 the directions x and y is E:P&I to b ve obtain the elaatic potential
energy
'DEL 
• j k (vz2 + v22 + v12 + v22)	 (^ •
'.4
Payleigh's dissipation functian*, which can be interpreted as ace
hall the rate at which lte system diev'pates energy, has the form
D a j c (yl + v22 + xl` + VF2	 (3.22)
See Gadstein, H.., Classical Mechezlca, /4& Son Wesley Prf,-ba, Inc.,
d F - 3 R d 
R
(4.1)
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4 . The Differential. Gray" ty. Tm,( ze
r r	 ^ . w r.wr•..
Although the equations of motion could be derived direct ]y from the
kinetic and potential energies and the disaipaticaa function by means of
the Legxa:igion formuletion, it vl-U prove convenient to write a spftla1
'dorm of Y.egrange `s equations, neanely in terms of "quasi -coordinates."
Th.ts subject will be discussed in detail in the next section. For the
moment
 it suffices to say that ve must know tin x, y, wd s components
of torque about the center of ms rs in caner to use the special form of
tho Legrenge equaticn. The ford: vector acting cup
 the differential, ele-
ment of meta d M is
The torque vector about the ceriter of the bodys due to the differential
of force- d F, is
di ••rxd
	
	 K d  (Fr xBF)
K
- I dM (r x Rc ^	 (4.2)
R
in view of the fact that F a arc + r and r x r - L. But, as i.:`x the preceding
section, ve have
F^3	 , 32	 3 ^.
	 2^C 2. —F ^ a
	
3/2
_/
f7C	 RC
2Re - 3 R^5 (-Ac : } + R^T C 2 (	 r) -- 3 Rc 	 + ...F	 (4.3)
Introducing 3q. (1i.3) into (4.) and integrating wer the entire body,
and noting that Jar a M - U according to this do-fiini.tioc of the center of
wws of the rigid body., tae obtain
1.5
j3"^t R)(A r) dM - K2m [^ix Rc) + (^rM x Rc)-]
Re	 a
♦ R Km [(
—r,x lH)^
	
,) + (-x ) (? 	 r) +
• 	 • a a	 ^	 `2	 ^: c	 2.
c
Performing the Ober-re lattep^tione ire obtain the cov;onants
pa ..	 (W1 + V
2) ^'za + 
7 (v - B') Iyu its +
Rc 	 Rc
+a[ (x2 +Va 2) 1. 1 + (vw +vx) 1 11.	 2	 ya za
	 1 1	 ? 2 xa . za
- s(vl - VP) 
za 
lya + a(vl
 - x2) (1x®	 1ya ) 	+ ... (.S)
NY " 2 (Vi
 
+ V2) its +	 3 {(A^ - C) lxa igo
c	 c
^. mL - ('v12 + v22)
	 1za 
+ a(   R itd 
1X& lya .
(t' ]. X + Y R ).1	 1	 l atY
	 21 v. )(1 2 w 12 ) I +#•w.1	 2 2 ya za	 1	 x.%	 za _t s	 s b ..6 )
G
	
	
G	 ,j K^ B t " A
, 1	 J
J
Rc	 R^
+ m r(v12 ., v22 - W, ` - X22 ) lxa 1ya + a(vl v2 ) 1 1ya z8.
r s (w1 - V2 ) lxa. ME + '^ 1ir1 + v ^x2 } (x^  a ^ 1 ;^a ) ^ ^ t . 4
0,7)
Note that terms in R^ and smaller have btta neglected ^n 8qa . (^+.; )
to (4.7) •
^ •y
L rar a .3 &.tjcns «f Motion
We shall
 
' dispenseense ith the datalla of ch-!- der2vs •clon of the LegrmW.13
equations of notion, as they tug £o.wd i:n any text tm classical cMechazFi.^ „^
The differential equations for the gen-axalized worcdinetes He , 0, aau e
describe the motion of the center of the oxMgf >: of the xyr, syatcm aria`•,
the generalized coordinates v l , v2, Y1 . and v. describe the matito of tb.*
tvo oscillators relative to the xyx system. These equationa have: thY; fora
8 Q c L	 a L,	 G
c:t 
	 ^ '^ 3 RG
clt (7T) d
a ( aL	 aL	 a
d	 a L `	 d L
	
a D
l	 1	 1.
d 
	 DL	 a L	 a
dt 
( 'I
2 _ ^v2 2 4
d	 a L	 a L	 a D	 Q
at ax^--
d (aL 	 Z1 L
+ 
aD	 4dt ^x
	
avr2	
^W
v►here L is the Legrangisa which has the expressia^.
L - T - V'G - Y?L
in which the kinatic eutirgy, T, is given by E q . (3.63 3 the ttravi,tat-a-aal
potential energy, 1.'G , tJ Ea. (:..10), and he elastic potential energy,
* Sep Goldstein, Herbert, Classical Mechanics. AUW-ch-Wes :,ey PublishingCo.,  Reading, Mass., 19i 9, P. ?2 .
lfi
Y$L, by Eq. (3 . :Ll). Mylelgh l r- d.isaiPn"s'on x'unction, D. is give by ;.a.•
(3,],2).
One could write another thr"	 eq^laticns by nni e, -he
Lagra np formulation end the gernex-%IL-t4 coo 1z.at3A #, S t and T ;or
91 , $20 Und (P) xhich describe the .rotat east. wticki ct the body with
respect to the tried a b c (see S&sctiaa 2) . It will pr;we vone ^ozxvenl :nt F
however, to use a set o!f sag ar n^ticl alrca^tt the Gx° k;r y,xactl t^o%ii^ &x
x , y, snd s. Such coordinates are i& .-:!d	 ant'. thia;
corresponding equabi"ns of motion can	 wrr,^tte^.n la fern
t) _
v^^.
IT +C
y 	.. NA
d	 T
at a ny ) .'
3 T + Liz 	••
V
!	 l
dt o'^ ,J
aT	 a 
vhere 
e 
C^r and Oz are the anignaar volocity co<pxients nbout the x, v,
and x axes as given by Eqs. (2.4) and AX, Ny, r Y^^d x7 r	 he 1..argiu-,
components Bch are given by Eqs. Q .5), ( 111 ,6', st.d (4-7:
The first of Eqs. (5.1) leads to the eq,.!;aticm of mot t im ftr R
^j(2m + M)Rc a Rc ( j2 Cost 6 + 62 )
 K r• 
.1R
`}	 c
+ mv
	
`!1 l
xa	 l v2 	f^^ (`^1. +w2 ) .i +lye L W'1 + •a2 + ' (,^^ + V2 i
+l ea ` Ox (Kl +'r2 ) -;VV1+v2)11
	
xa	 1	 z	 t.	 c.	 Z Z	 __l
+ lye Irl + w^ { n^(vl + v2 ) +r)? (v  + v2}
*See Whittaker, B.T.; A Treatise on the oriel ,.Acal : umite -'f
Particles and Rigid Bodies, srbridge 'lniversity Press, '061 	 1,
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+ l.29 ^-" (- 1 tit ) + ^x(wl + x2 j - p1. + d2) '%,ftvl + v2 1- j If
+
	 (vl + v2 • N(xi + 'W2)3
+ [i Colo J-yb + 03-ye J [^l + ^2 + s(vl + V2 ) J
+ l c^a8 lZb + ;:-,,` Lf ^ xl + V2 )	 (wl + v2)]
.	 m [(v, + v2 } 
^xa + (. + w2) l	 (5.4)
c	
A.
where terms of negative. ro--nare of R. leaTer Loran three have been neglected
u s=Ll l ead (•) implies diff4!rEjtfs.ion %' th _ 'ZJ)eCt tO tJMO.
lL a similar way we obtain
d f (2u 2 	 2 aL La.aL	 + ;'L anzTT+ R) Rc cc^s + ^ a ; + 7
-1 
a	 7.1a
+ m R^ cos ^- l + v2 ►:^(vl
 + x2j act
+ rn R^ c 08 8 [^l + x2 + ^. (-"i + V2 ) i 3't
+ m Re coo a [Ox(-
"j-
 
+ } °^ Y (Vl + y2 ) _ l "xb^ - 0	 (5.5)
ds	 v. b 2 	 a 	 b	 L 30-
+mR ^v f
	
v2 	 (w, +`y,,)^:^ +MRe +w^+i2 (v + v,)^C	 l	 	 '6	 _	 xc •s	 CP1,	 . ^.	 e
•
+ m A^ ^X ( wl + rr2) -	
%'^•l 
+ v2 1 lie + ( + M} R^2 2 sin a ^aS
+ m R. a in 9 ' lxb rvl + v2
 - ^•^ ° wl 'd2 )
+ m G $in 0 ' "ybLxl + ^2 + Vwl + v2)I
pr;
+ m RC sic 8 lzbl. x^wl r j - GY (vl Y `r;1
where in Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6)
L	 BT	 r, - ,
a	
a	 - .. Fri' + m(V ^^ ^`) ; ^x w	 a(v _ ^^, !
••X 	 x
+ to iR 1.	 + fit cos 6 ^ ^	 +^ ^ 1.	 {w + W 1L c za	 c	 zb	 c	 zc	 i	 C'
	
r	 2
ar	 a 1 s	 + o.ivi` + v2 `, , i y^` i(1	 vs"	 33 _ f X^Y Wry 	 v2V2 )Y	 Y
- s Z (w, - x2 } j - m ^Rc 1Ka + RG CUE;';b - R y	 y J ^^^	 v^}
Y
	
a -	
h	 n
z	 z
- m V ^v - 9, Jw t + -v if2 - r 24>2
.	 t
+ Rc Cos 8 $ 1:^a 4, Rc q 1"xc J
	
1. + ^^, }
+	 R 2	 + R+ cos ^?
	
:. + i 6 :	
,i (
Y -	 `^'}c xe	 xc	 c	 Y :	 ^,
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The lent Your of Aqs . ( 5.1, y-.e-t a
an d J*;, +al^
-  
v1 zC2 +^R 1+P coo0;1	 +R ai ^^rtc xa	 c	 xb	 c	 xo
- m {(C^2 + frz2 }'al + ^^^^1 - ^x 0 W, - a C^ 0. + ^R`
+ Rc cas 8 $	 + Rc 0 lycj0z - F Ac lea + Ac coo e ' ',,b
+ Ac ; 1,Zjf^ ^ 
 + m 2 1 +	 vl	 t v1 lxa
C	 Rc	 Rc
•}al X 's za1 fV1 1xt, y
-n_	 m
l	 +v1 +c^r1 -0	 (5-T),
m Tii v2 - a	 - V2 : oz + Sic xa + Rc Cos 9 ' lxb + % 3 lxc^
m { 1 2 + ^x2 v2 + Q^ Ki, - 9x y x2
 + a Oz Ox +' Ac
 iya
+ Rc
 cos 8 ' lyb + Ac 6 lye] Cz - lie , 91 + Rc coo 9 i lzb
+ Rc a ^. zC I C ;r^ + m 2 lxa + 3 v2  =^3 v2 Ixa
	
Rc	 Rt ..
	
- a lxe, za w^ lxa ^.yj + m v2 j + ct v2 = 0	 li •8
ra d. at lug a x + vl S?z + riic lya + Rc coo 0 4 lyb + Rc
 61 3m]
r 2	 2
- m t tC x . + ;Iz }w3
 - fiZ vl nx y vl - a y ^z - Ac lxa
+ Rr coo 4 lxb + Rc xc i nz + [ Ac lea + R_ coo 0 ' 1 z
+ Rc ®lze]
	
+ m J--K- ZR 2 Y`a + ^ wl ^ L '^1 ly
C	 c	 c
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} 1	 V	 _ 1+ k ^,°. + f MP L^ 	 ^ Cif
?8	 I ya «CBJ 	ill	 l r 	\ ' A
m
rt^uP +ar^ fiV? fps + ^_" l.,r^+R Coe ^^;^ + p d iy^II.
• I<t t (:^ ♦ C3 `) w► - C? v. - :t " , v -i. a l ►'1	 1 " 
'-xa
+ it cos	 3xb + Re ^	 L G '^ za Y , cos	 1 ^^
+ R
e	
'..I
 1-1^ r} 	 2 ya 13 3 w<1^-4 N2^ya
C	 c^
^ 1	 .
®s 1	 1	 it V l	 ^.	 + ^--	 + C T	 0	 (5 z 10)
ya Za	 r ^► a	 311 s	 i
The final three equations of mo dims } ' aken roo Eqs . (M); are the
following
I	 I
dt	 a
T
x
 aT
a V
+r	
aT	 ^N	 X5111
,r	 OV,
d (a
TT
T T
a. i—oz-
^ T
+ r-, .	 y
d	 IT do aT +n	 1 	 _,	 x5.13)dte.^^^ v aOx xanV 	 z
r
T
	
in which a T•-, a P and IT-_	 given by the expressions eppearin?
X	 C^ 	 _ r
after Eq. (?.6) and the torque :o xnetsts RX r Ny , and R, exe given b -
EEgs. (4.5) tahmutg2. (4-T).
2.^
6. Discussion of the Methods of Sokati,7n
It is easy to see that the equet.lone of motion, zags. (5.4) thro4i
(5.13), are coupled and highky ncnl.ixxear. The present state of the e
does not permit a closed form s e!Luti-a of the eroipatioao. A puxvly
numerical solutiaa, by necessit;; . , is of restricted va lae since one alust
assign numerical values to various system, paramete s such as the mss
moments of inertia, spring stiffness, damping coefficient, mass of the,
oscillators, etc. A closed form solution may be possible under restricting
assumptions.
The case ^,f spin stabilization in Which the effect of the gravity
torque is igaored as smell. in rel aticu to the effect of high spin was .
solved under a different project. Other restrictions were that the body
be symmetric about the spin axis, B = .A, and than the angular velocity
component about the spin axis is much 'Larger than the components about
the transverse axes, 0  > > AX
 and 0z > > Cy. A closed form solution
of the iinesrrized equations led to stability criteria (or rather instabil.
its- criteria) . Specifically it '
 wss first coacl.uded that the spin velocity
is constant, nZ = f?s
 = constant, and furthermore, if the mass moments of
inertia are such that C' > A + 2 ma , the motion is unstable regardless
of the value of the spin velocity, Os- On the otii#-:-r hand if C < A + 2 ma
the stability is determined by tine mr4- Aitude of the ratio ns/%, lw mrs
e, _ AM is the nafiural frequency of one oscillator. Curves of
0 /% versus C/A were plotted for various values of 2 Ma /A a :d _°egiossS.
of instability were identified. A n=erical solution of the nonlinear.
equations corroborated the above conclusions. A paper sumrarizi,ng the
above work is being prepared and wrill be submittea for publication in
a rationarl journal.
The route followed in the p resent work is entirely different. No
restrictive assurTxtions are being made and the problem of stability of;
motion is cai sidered in ",to enti-rety. No explicit closed form solution
for the motion an terns of the g,_xiexal J.z A coordLiat.es is sours lt.
In contrast, ':ow -ver, ve are into 'est°d in der ivi,-g critc-rj a for ,;he
stability of motion. The method con8ir^ts of identifying various
*
"Attitude Stability of a Spinning Body of Revolution in a Circular
Orbit," NSF, GP-3087. Principal investigator: Leonard M-i.rovitch
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equilibrium configurations in the ne {ghborhood of xM ch AiLble .
 moti.aaa
wW take place, and testing the stability of tnie meticm. These ponitiols
are stationary points in a. 2 n-dlmensim. &I apace defined by the. r. ^gene^az^.^ +^d
coordinates and n gene----& ized velocities, and will be re,erred to es
dynamic equilibrium positions la order to test stsbiiity at a dynamic
equillbri4m ppsitiou ve must devise a funOtim and prove the, the Suncticu
is positive definite and has a m:i,naz= at the equilibrium position. ;uch
a function is Imawn as a Liapounov ixiaction and the -uroc,^dure is celled
Liapounov's second method (also lma%a as di;svct wthod). The P.brnre is
only a brief description cf the meth :A and det pAls will be discussed
Later.
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T. Determination of Ejmamic Ejalifbrium Positions
The Lagrange formulation of the equations of motion of a dynamica.? ,
n degree-of•freedcm system consists of a set of n seconl order differential
equations in terms of the generalized coordinates qj,# iii = 1, 2	 ., n).
These equations can be replaced bay 2 r, first order 
'2
differential equations
by introducing.. in addition to the n generalized coordinates, another
set of n generalized momenta p i 1!i 	 2	 . , n ) • The resulting
2 n differential equations are called Eami.lton's canonical eqftjatlons.
An alternate: approach for the formaation of the d ynamical problem is to
regard the n generalized velociti .es as the additicr.e.1 met of generalized
coordinates.
The 2 n coordinates can be thou&-d of as defining a 2 n-dimensional
space called a phasesace. The points for wY,icb the time derivatives
of the 2 r, coordinates are zero are celled stationary* or equilibrium
points. Physically this means thet at such peint,e, the velocities and
the accelerations are zero. The stability of motion depends upon utlat
halrpens to the system if displaced sl':ghtly from such an equilibrium
position. The motion ^s considered stable if these displacements remain`
in this neighborhood and do not tend to inc*mase with tire. Mathe-
maticn a y, the stability is established if the system car. be characterized
by a suitable scalar function which is positive definite in a certain,
domAn mid haj a relative minimum in the equilibrium position.
Art equilibrium point that occurs a`c a pcixzt other than the origin
msv be translated to the origin by means c:f a simpler lineer t,rans-
foxrbation. A function meeting these xpquiremeaits is knmrn as a Liapomov
function. In the next section we sha2l enlarge on this definition of the
Liupounov function. L7 this section we will be cc—Acerned with the
det^rminstlon of the equilibrium 'points.
An inaxaecti.cn of the equetaars of motion, $qs. (5
.4) through
5.1 ), re weals that ztru libriu n p os itions exist wb.en the generalized
displacements and velocities aeau;m the va).aes
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Rc 0 0 R0 s zoos ^ k
• t^	 cc7ost. t	 art-itrery*
•
C a	 0
91 .0 01	 1A/2 (i	 C1,1,2,	 ..^
82 0 02	 J x/2 0	 0) Is 2 ,	 •^
• 0 h X/ ? (it	 Or l ; 2 :	 .;
;l 1	 0
v2 • 0 V2	 0
xl ^0 W, = 0
M2 = 0	 -V2 
-4 
0
(7.1)
Although mathematically 0 1 , 02, and y can assume values vhich eze
any integer multiples of :112, er maideraticvn of the physical system show
that Eqs. (T.1) represent only three distinct equilibrium ccmfigurations.
These configurations denoted Ell E21 and E3 are shor sm in Figure 5.
Z^
s
x
,Ea	 ®I =
	
Z'	 8^ d
0'a=0	 O= w »ta
T:s 0	 Y -a 0	 x 0
Figure 5
There may be equilibrium positions other than the ones given by
Eqs. (T-1). This possibility has not been ful.V zrolored yet. The
'"examining Eq. (5.4)ve conclude that the 4 rzy be axbitrarry becune
4 is an ignorable or cyclic coordinate: v ich prrnr2dAa i %waedlately an
integral of the motion. This subject will, be diecussel furtber In a
subsequent section.
X
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present: report discusses the eruil.l.brium pusitioccs shcun 'In Figure 5.
We note, how:ver, that the sngu:ar velocities @ 2 and cp are colinear
in the equilibrium position E V The analysis of this ease would involve
indeterminate expressims, as will be shown later. To avoid 'this diffi-
culty we shell use the rotational coordinates , 8 0
 and cp in anal.yxing
this case. On the other band the coordinates , 8, and cp would lead
to the same problem in the analysia cf configuration El . ror the case:
E2 either set of angular coordinates can be used. We sh&U use the
coordinates 9 Z , 8L, and cp for the cases El and E2 and tx:.e coordinates
t, O r and cp for case E3 .
Noting that ^ = Qo - const, where no is the orbital velocity, and
that the body, in the equilibrium car figuraticra, dcxes not have any angular
velocity about the axes x, y, and z, ve, conclude that cases E l, E2,
and E3 correspond to tree gravity-gradient sta;oilI za ion case ;.n which
the body has an angular velocity .2o
 with rLtapect to w-i inertial space
but no 4t<-4;ular velocity with respect to an orbiting frame of reference.
',he case in which t:he body, ixi the ecuilibrium configuration, does
have as angular velocity "with respect to the orbiting frame- of reference
is presently uader investigaticn and gill not be discussed here.
1^y
8. The Case of Zero 	la rtive to t, 0 iU^DM^a^ Refex^nce.
Li	 ov Stability Analvris
The three dynamical equo.l.ibrium coif 	 co'. the areeed	 ^;ectkll n
can all. be identified as casce .of zero motio: ;e teti.ve to the orbiting,
reference system x , y, and z. 14a shsJl examine the etasbil..tf its these
configurations iu a Lia4p(=cw sense. The direst, cr !ecoad wthod 'af
:da^pounov alloKs one to make a statement as to Cie stability of the
perturbed motion in the neighbor nood of an a ailibrium position without
having to solve for the expl.ici y: font of -she pertLGrbed motion. This
method is very useful when the bolution of Vne dtfferentir•.3. con ' tionn Is
not possible and a stability statemrit sui'fa.Lca. ITI'Le is often the ::ase
in dynamical problems described by nonlinear differential equations,
FcUouing is a brief deacelLptioei of the method.
We shall be concerned, with the solution of a, set of autrmoaoua
differential equations*.
xi (t)	
°f i (X, x2 , . . a x i }' (^ 3 ., 
in the neighborhood of the origin,**.
The Liapounav theorem of a--.ability states Vhat: If the: •e exints e
differentia',' ., functiva VA, (x..l, x.,	 x,,) kootim as a Z,iepounon, s: erection,
that satiefies the ccuditions
1) VL (Y.1 , Yom , .	 .	 )	 0	 (Cep}
In a definable region surrcunding the origin vnexe the	 w: i:^n
applies on3,v at the or l.gin (i.e. v  is ac^zitive definite In the
neighborhood of the ov.gin vith a relat':ve minimum et the '.)7 k g4 71 j
d )1L 	VL	
-;L
2 ' dtt	 d xi j. ^C x ^ 1(;:1,''21	 x,; rk ' s
ial 	 (8-3)
dV
where d is taken along an integral. curve xi (: r
(i - 1, 2,	 . 2n.)
*1 ie functions f  do not contain the ti me t e. rplic t tly.
**As trentioned previously, % simple transformatiari of courd;nates c:ru.
translate the origin of the system to any point in the phase space
d
	 L	 L
dt qi./ q, ,
(8.j4)
C1	 Pk L	
0at	 i)  1 a ,
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then the equi:l.ibelum pco.ht x, _. U ; i - Al, 2',	 2n) is eta:ble . The
equilibrium vi..11 be cLEryMt,o *ica^-.y atablc If^TT it 0 at a11. points in the
neighborhood of the equili'^rA'tim and t' iie, equal sign xppli.es cnl.y at the origin.
The maim pr6blem in a Li.apo=ov wmlysis is to devise the Liapvaw-
function. In order to obtain a I.Aue 'tk- shall make a sma11 digressian into
the area of cianal .cal mecbfazies.
The motion of an n-degree-o"—freedon aystem con be described. by n
generalized coo.*dinat¢s c,L,, (i it 1 .9 2., ., rA). When the Lagrangien
L does not depend expli ci.tiy on Aw or these coort'Jnates, any qa , then
one can in mediatel,y ab4tr4in one 17.t.egral of the differenti4l equations
which , it effect, reduces the nunber of degreas of freedom by one. The
:integral in his rase is the generali-.ed crciwat , Am µ
	
? L
The cocrdi.nate % is called ignormole and the p. ocedure `or ; e duc^mg the
deg-ree of freedom of the system a.0 caUad the Routh process for the
ignorati,on of coordiria.tes*.
Let-, us considf:r S. d^"nami.al system for Which t°-- .- lagrangiera is a
fun^2tiw of m generalized di.splxwc :menu: and n gr-w-ralized vel_oei t,- e6 .
Vita m ! n. :In father -orals the P'% stem por-lessee f •- :: - m Ignorable
(al.^o caned cyclic) co-ird.;.nat_s qio i1 a m+1, .	 . n % this :requiresJ.
the assumpticri that the dissi,pat: (m function D, wlAch i3 a gtudratic
fun-,tiw, of the ge :ered zest velor.-itiea, does not depend on the generalized
velocities assor:.ated w1 th the i .y.oral,le coordin tes . We shall aselime
tha this is the else so that tht: ,sya 1.x m can be described by the Lagrwage ° s
equations
The n--n evaticns for ^:ie : (.r_oral.le coordirates, (Eqs• (8-5), card
be integrated immn(ue'. ei.y to c;'DI.F-.an
*See Nhitt•aker, E. T. ; ",`teat ise un the Anal r^tieal Dynopdci at Particles
and Rigid Dcdles, Loner -2urlicat.iots, New o.r-k,, 1)44,P^ 54,
n in
^j	 L
ct_ ^ ^7 ( ,)
R R (q,	 ga l
t^r Y'r`° w s TM cone. 3 (S - M+L.	 ),
tf
vhCre
$, (s
	 m^+1, "^,	 ., :^;, are inLe:c-5r& " invarier-re Gf the syVeml
the ve lues of vbic`.h ere detem• n.,-! b^- tht	 ccnd:^. c Uv is .
The time IWate of ssh=, c-P -4-:e I ,n&".arga.eara ra;- be wr'.,-.terz rx.
n	 .
t	 u?	 C'	 d	
I L
=d if the Laetraz.giaa is not an t-,--pIAc%4t .0unct:i.cr• of "im-a, 
Introdkciag Fqs,,	 ltd (8.5') into T"g.	 w ^5`^F.,ir.
?"het expression in pareathesit; is eefimd tit the
H.
Next, def'.44e the Rauthi of the ay6tesr: 'by
r.
a LYG'^I.
ur),•9S
and use E.g.. (8.6) to eLim:Lnetc u;).e generaIl.zec; ve'..oci t •iC 3 e.^r.,r:i^ < eci
with the i&m-c rable coop Unates qr ,(s ^ ^ mil,{rtm..; !.',1 , i3 ;9 `: ro
that trip fmctiornal lei:; ; ;lG£ of the .fit :%,athiw can be +r I tt-n	 1;'.. ; f ^^:n
where the latter form a-' th,u Rout`iiran contains .-il y the m
coordinates and the n-m ronstaz is Y	 L'he ;.a6re4e c 2uF:t=.mc „^' coo`:.. _r
can be shown to arssame the f'om
*7n most texts on	 .o--hen,lcs, the Rvatthiex-i .s lt! Jmed aB
the negative of the one giv n by ;. f $ .9 .
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d /dR ^\
	 3R	 ^ r
	
n	 )i =^ , .	 .^	 (8.11tit i > Bqi d 51
and there are only a equations inate:ad of n. Of c: irse, the reascm for the
reduced number of equetims lies in the fact that wj already have the n_n
integrals, g, is our *xmsessian. Correspmding4., the Samtltaaiau assmes
the form	 M
H.H(ai, qi , 0^I
A
no that
M
dt'`^
	
9i
c Gj
i z1
(8.:L2)
M
-C 	;12qi2<d	 (8.13)
The above discus :.;m of clezaica: mechanics leads us to investigate
the Hariltrmian, Eq. (8.12) as s. possible Liapot:nov functim. Eq. (8.13)
shows u z that the Eulerieu derNi->tiv!= of tbeHamlltoniaa is negative or zero
over all configuratioc space, vr_tisf; ring the second requirement of the
Liapounav stability theorem, Eq. (8. . If it cep .)e a:t,oum that the
Hamiltonian is ;"itive definite in the neighborhoc^t o_' an equilibrium
ro-'tnt and has a relative ? nimmt: at the equilibrium pot..^t, 4has satin xIng
the first requirement of the Lfarounov stabi l ity theorem, Eq. (8.2)
.
, them
the moticn will be stable in bile neiL bortoxxi of the equilibrium point.
Next let us define z Hess a.Ex.. matrix  in the form of the partitioned
mWzrix 	 2
3` ^TI	 32 RL a	 ^^ j
at equilibriums
point E
;s.^.4)
nl c clecents of the Hessian ratrix are equal to twice the coef'f'icients of
the querlra.tic tei-is in a 'Vlor series expartsion of the HamiI.Wnian wbout
t .e equal brium F. It cs.:: be s_­c:m ­ .htixt, for suzll qi end c, in theA
neighborhood of the cquilibr Ikiva ,, the Hamiitoaiau funetiw vUl be p3W.Ave
definite if the 'i^ssia;: -Lqtrix is por--itive definite. it can also be sho°ila,
that the existance of xi equilibrium point at E gaarantees an ex-tremu i
of the Hamiltonian function at E. (More specifical?y, the first order
partial derivatives of the Ha ditonian %rith resre ct. to the generalized
displacements and generalized velocities are zero for an autonomous system
at an equilibrium position.) Further, the exVremi:m at E must be a relative
Z*`
trinimum w+ben the : ilt ier is --vitti-e de f inite is tre nelghborhoo. 7 of
T.
Du-e t o
 
the Fact that the ??es.Aan	 e-ra!!V" eri at ul
point, after some slight.' elaorate	 .^ a a r^^:" u ,
that the matrix can be vri.tten ki the S i'i2,`711'1• ^ ,rY^
^ wrwel.w.^a..aww
a	
8 (^s '`
at T4
it €au be ate l
A* re
` at S
	
( 1 1 j a 1 ., 2, . e . n)
	
(9.:L6)
" ^ L" ate 7j, 
at E
The matrix is rosi.ive derin_.te if bot-b ^j ^^d^^" ^rw ^. ^s; +.. re .gel ^,i±a,
But	 x^ the matrix C; she .;r^.ffi :ieafs of the
sion and hence, by defi;-Ution, pcAtiv y
 defliLuite.	 v klhi w
that J'^ is positive delftnalte
A,ccordina to Sylveuter °s cri-cerian; % wat -1. 
if all of the principal de'terrinants L;' the Ljatri.x f.xe ^C.Aitivt-4`.
Bence the matrix ^'^ is positive defieite ;f
162 L
	
I	
> 4
	 2,^
at F
F:ations (v.3_'") represent sufficient :cridL"."Lons fr ,z tgti	 he :; ±s3:n- i't; {J'
the	 In the nelobcrh:`o of •,he ^o.a^ g ib i^^.A r^.s; {. _ w
	
^u 
.s f ^a::.
*.See Malkin, I .G. r uill	 ...^JMO AOJm af.-,	 of ^ta	 0^^
Russ ian ). AEC-tr
-3352, Ui?fle.Z o.:	 Tec!^:^^t;a,
Comaexce, Washington 2^, Mop 1?52 (%,, wsiaz orig:,ral), P.	 '.g.
JA large number of authors-4 "sur,* ; in their work on the subject;
that the center of mass of the system moves in a circul" orbit at a
conotant angular velocity 
o
 an,1 that there i.s no interaction betweer
the orbital motion and the rotaticn&L motion of the body about the center
of mass. When the body contains mavirg p6rts ., suet as the oscil.l.atura,
the center of m%3s shifta constantly m-lative to tie, x y z system. In
this case it to more convenient to we w orbital eamstr aints the
assumptions that the origin of the x y z system moves in a circular orbit
with the angular velocity n 0 - If that is dote tae conclude that there is
interaction between the orbitalmat:ra sod the retaticnP.l motion of tie
body about the origin of the x y 7. system. To sh ,•v this the problem
is solved in tiro ways: first by lasirg the on tal censtr&intas and second
by relaxing these constraints. : %Lrbhexmore, the :,3 tabi li.ty criteria are
not entire.,y the came for both cases, They become appro:tely the same
if the muse of the osc.: V-ators is small. relative to the total mass of
the sysMcm.
*See L:kips, Pringle, etc.
U9. Stability ri.teria for the System with OrLftau i: Fx,atrai. is
^..,..........	 . ,.x.....^.._.......
	
_._	 ..^,.,.
We shall first discuss the case in which the origin or aye x, y, z
system is cmstrained to move in a ci rcular orbi± A``  . ' Matheroat i mI3,Y,
this nett be eipressed by the fol owing ematraiut egnaatims
Fc canst. ,c
fi C
u , 
4mat.
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With these assumptions the Legman reduces to
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Nc,.:• that for a rigid body t:ie nrigi.n of the : , y , z eaten ^oinc- 'J des
with the center of mass of tho toly.
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+ 2 (vlxl + v2x2 
`"xa lya.^ 2 k (Y^12 + v2` + xl2 + x^2 ) + aonst .(9.2)*
and from Eqs . (2.2) ire obtain the a nXalaar velocity coagpc nent y in terms
of the angular coordivates 9 l , 82 ^ ana q) 3.n t*na .form
6 
r4x n0 (- set ccp ce2 Be,	 + 92 ce1 a'	 ei c;
n • nG (sa 89 - ce2 sel Cr) + 62 Cal ct9 + 91
	
(9.3)
n^ • 0 Ce2 ce1 + 62 s91 + Ip
and in a similar ,ray for the t, £, T coordinates ve obtain
0x a (no +^) e6 scp+ 6
ny ^( % + }gacm- eg( 	 9.4)
no 	* op
For the constrained case there are no igno rebla coordinates so that,
from Eqs. (8,9) and (8.^!)^ the Hw- ,Lltonien becomes.
n	
y
which can be written explicitly for the O.J. a2, cp ayutem in the form
22 Cp 1	 l
dL	 L
+	 +	
)
- v- v2	 a X^ L	 ( ^i
1:u :. mst-ant Licludes conEt.3nt terms from the potential is well as
Che kineLi.c energy, as a result o„” the constraints.
and Since
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We Hate that,as a result of cor:strainta i;; ; i s-stem, :tie .i qm z%on^isri
is not equal to the swa of the potential and .rine''a e e-nergy are I-raght 1,e
expected (see Eq. 10.3). It sholil_d be	 that tic ccnstrain,,!d
system does not exist in reality and has been employed only va a m ptli sA-
matical ccnveaienGe,
3T
In a similar wey v,". otta'.a *?nt: Hand1taninn for the coordinates *, Q,
egad cp is the form
S L	 Y
3C	 y	 Z
+ m Rc Ivi + vr, - ;fir, (Vi 4- w2)1 lxb + MRc 
L- 
I + x2
+ n (vl + v2)1 
^fb + 41RL ^^'x^ "l + 12 )	 (,jfl + V2 ) 11 lxbj	 {9.9)
Again we conclude that Cite Jlsmill;cnian ie not eq %al to the sum of
the kinetic and potential anorgies. %is is alW;-s th , case -vbem the
kinetic: er,.t rgy express ion conteIrI3 tc m-is which. axe- linear in t-he generalized
velocitie s.
Letting qi , q,	 ,, q7 be egw.l tc D21 VI , v20 6a . w1 j. 2, end
9 respr-: Lively, we :.6btai i from t .° v.--and of Eqs .1.8.16)
F^_nr
4 (C-A ') -4 ma -	 .na 0 0 0 0
- # Ina m(x2-3) i) 0 0 0 0
i} ma ? m	 :^', 3 G G G
0 ^; (C-B') -rte Ira 0
0 J ^ 1 - :Pl ^^ V 0
0 C G ma 0 mr 0
0 0 c i r 0 0 3 (B
(9.10)
,where. r s t►;. /0
APpl,'1::g Syl-rea+:er"s crit; i lun we conclude t^1at +.i:.e equillbrian
in asymrtoticnlly e-i-Anb e i f t,t 'olloring inequalities are ss-,isfied
ci) 4 (C - A') :r0
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(C ° ^') > a	 (911.}
(f 	(C Bp i Mr - m a 1 mr > CL	 -
(g )	 3 C$ ` ->0
Not all of Eqs. (9.1) w-a jndependent. It can be shown thw;; they
can be reduced to the foV.owing condi.ticeme
C>E 4 >A'
r
2 	 + ma?.
(C - A )
r2>2ma
t9412)
	
It can be noted that as the mass of the	 rpduceg to zero
the last two of Bas. (9.12) become mea:aing."Less. 4r. the other "herd,
however, the first ax Eqs. (9,12)	 `co
C > B > A	 t9.1s)
which iaapli.es that stability ie obtsi.ned if x in -Whe axis of minima-n
moment of inertia. Bxmin i ng thKl gvsii:3.on E1 ini gore we co;aciuc3.f:
that in this case the r;.xis of maxim w taoment of inert it; -- s nonn.;__1 to the
orbital plane whereas the axis oi' vft Jam- momer't of inertic, -1'i ^Llipicv61
grit'°i the radial. directacm of the centu'r ;3f forre, which is nrLcSCei, t^:e
	
stability conditiou for the gravity-gr€diem 	 of a ^ • ir iti.
body.
In a similar way, by waintairAng the saw ordev o. -i:.ie
coo-dina'tes in the Hessien matrix, w'e abtait, }a° • #_", g^. E2 ^ ^u.:^^_:^r{.cur:
Position
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4(A °-C) 4--ma	 -4xrvt 0 0 0 0
4 ma a(r2+1)	 0 0 0 0 0
-4 mee 0	 0.(r +1) C C 0 `	 0
0 0	 0 3(B'-C) 3 ma -3 ma 0
0 0	 0 3 ma mr2 0 0
0 d	 0 m3 as 0 mr2 0
0 0.	 0 0 0 0 (At«Bt)
(9.14)
thich leado to the conditions
A t > $ I > CO
r2 > 6  -ma:r---(B -C )
2 > 8 ma2
(A t - C)
(915)
The rigid bcdy colmterpaxt of the first of Eqs. (9.15) is the case in
vh^.eh x is the axis of maximum moment of inertia and z is the ,axis of
x1niami moment of inertia. Noting that CI x fer this case is equal to
-110
 ve conclude that tai® ageOn leads to the grwiLty-gradient stabiliza-
tion caxe.
Fina11y, for the 3 3 equilibrium positiaa, ve use as generalized
	
coordinates	 vl, v2, 9, x.L , w2 , and cp, in that :girder and obtain.
	
r	
..^
3(0-A S ) -3 Ma	 3 MA	 o	 0	 0	 0
-3 ma	 m(12-3) 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
3 ma	 0	 m(r2-3)	 0	 0	 0	 0
d2E 30 CII	 0	 0	 0	 Ip t -C)	 -ma	 ma	 0	 , (g .!6 )
0	 0	 0	 -ma	 r2+1	 0	 0
0	 0	 0	 ma	 0	 r2+1
	 0
0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 4 (31-A
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for which the stability comditioes an
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The rigid body case can easily be shom to cmform to the previous conclusions.
H:,rr+V
4:-k
10, The Unccan9trajned,8.tem
In contrast With the constx ,ed case ' in the uncrostretned case ve
matte no 6asumptions reg&rding the motion cf the or4l in of thtr r , y, s
axes. The Hamiltonian for the e 1 , 82j cp coordinates is
a	 a 	 a 	 aL .	 d 	 aL3.
x 	
a^ 2 IF ^
+GL v +aL ire +aL v +aL w -L	 (10.x)
a	 3 ^ a.	 2 ^i­r2- 2
whereas the Hamiltonten fo.- the tt 6, V coordinatsz-, is
H^ VT RC +	 + 8 + ^a,--L^	 6 6 1 4
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Introducing E qs . (3-6)., 0 .10 L (3.11) , auad (5.2) into Eq.	 (30:.x. )
(or Eq. 10.2) and using Ec!a. (2.22) (o-::- Bqa. (2.4)) it can be rhov% that
as expected.
Examining tre Lagraugien we notice that,  it is independent of ^. It
also must be noticed that i is .iot contained in the Iisslpatic^a functi.an
D s..) that 0 is an ignorable caard,-.7.h!t,: and the ^erkvaticns of Section 8
apply hem, hence Eqs. ($ ,C) leei,5 to
a L „ a^ const .
which can be solved for i. Upon ! ntrrx uc°i,°;g the Y&J.ux: of i , thus
obtainRd, into the Lagrang..en w p- re&u^ e the degree- ol. f -eedan, by one.
Th-a 'proce&we of the pre zz-, f lag 1; kv sa*cti ons c ; . be appl, ed to bm
unecustrained case, For the eyuilibil
 m configurations E  and E2 We
use the generalized coordinates in t;.e ordea Ac! 0, H2 , vle v,.,, Giy
wl , we	 , and qo and for ccuf'	 ion E3 the coordinates R',
o2A 0 P 0J cPa W.1, and eel to derive the Hessian nstrIces XpEl
2R2' end ?l 3. These matrices Lave the Form.
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Applying Sylvester ° s criterion to Eq. (10, 5 0' to elvtain for the
positica 11 the atebility conditions
C > B' > A'
r2 >3 +Y^.2+	 (10.8)
(C-A I ) [(r^ - 3) - m x ] > 4 8
(C-A ' )(-4 2 - 31 > 8 »;a1?
r2 > B
Similarly the stability cm-diti-me for the egail lb.-ium configur *ioaa
B2 are
IA >B >C
r2 > 2M - 1
r2 > 6—^ma
2
-
(A `-C 1 l.(r2 + l 0' - 2L^ m:^ I > k me
(A'-C) (r2 + l} > F a 2
and for the eqa; librium conf 'igi=atim, E3
B' > 0 >A'
r` >3+ 10 M--2m+
(10.9)
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(C - A ' ) {r - 3) ` 
-Ci—"t-
  
> 3 =2
(C-A ' ) (r2 -3) > 6 	 (10.10)
(B ` - C) [(r2 + 1) M+ 	 > me
(B' - C) (r2 + 1) > 2 m^
The satisfaction of the condition of ' Egs . (10.8), (10.9), or 0.0.10)
ensures that the motion is asymptotically st6hle in the neighbcrhood of the
equilibrium configurations E l, E` , or E3 , respectively.
Comparing the inequalities, Eqs. (9.12) and (10.8), we see that
Eqs. (10 . 3) conteln all of the criteria specified in Eqs. (9.12) anal,
furthermore, they contr;An two sdedtiaial conditions. Therefore, it must
be concluded that the constraineO and uncorAtzwined cases yield different
criteria, for the stability of motion :x the neighborhood of the equili-
brium configuration El . Vaen the ratio	 is small,	 we
notice that the t'w'o addl .tional conditions, the second and third of
Eqs. (10 .8), are (approximately dupliceted by the fourth of Eqs. (10.8)..
Henke we conclude that, if the .mass of the oscill-a luors is small relative
to the total mass of the system, the assumpticas of the constrained system
can be regarded as approximately valid for the purpose of deriving stability
criteria for the motion, of the wconw rsined system about the equilibrium
position El . Similar conclusions can be draun in connection with the vslldity
of the constr. .,.ined model in the enalytsis of stability
 of motion about the
equilibrium positions E2 and FV.
Although the above conclusions ar to the validity of the orbital con-
straints assumptions were bases or, a specific mathematical model, there are
reasons to believe that the ccnrlusioLs are valid under broader conditions.
At any rate, this investigatior cea°ta my points out a problem area which
should not be ov.slooked TAien -the orbital oonstradnts assumptions are used
in derivILng vtability criteria.
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ll. Summary and ConCllAions
The stability of motion af' a sate llite that orbits the aa^h is =der
investigation. The mat..hematieal model consists of a rigid boo with nrin ., i-
pal moments of inertia A, B 9 C "ut a set of axea x, y, and r which are
fixed with respect to the rigid bod4 , and two viacously damped Oscillators
each consisting of a mass m, a spring k, and a dashpot c as ahninn in
Figure 1. The origin of the x, ,fp z sews moves i^a a aircular orbit -vhil,e
the body undergoes rotational motion with resg*ct to an inertial spact q 'she
motion of the system can be repr*!aented by tea generalized coc.rdLu&tesF
tbree for the motion of the origin of the x y z axxes, three for the rotational
motion of these axes relative to an inertial space, arid. tour for the motion
of the two oacillutors
In addition to tho inertial axes and the x y z axes which are fLned
With respect to the rigid body, a set of axes orbiting with the body is used.
The stability of notion in the neight -. zrhood of for which 4hc body
axes arc aligned with vhe orbiting frame of reference lass been investigated
and stability criteria have been derlyed bcr mans ci' -MUapounov's second,
or direct, method. .
Almost all of the investigators working on tx'Us problem. assumed no
interaction between the orbital motion and the a -abili, :v o° the r+otatlonal.
motion. Tk-.ese easuaptlone are referral to as orb.- tal eonst:ral' ts. In
addition, the above °res Ugetor were concerned wish I it is. bvdlik^a. The
present investigation deals vi .th rigii bcdl.es coar -. .".ai.r-g elest a pares	 .
orbital constraints, if any, are applied to the o:.°: gin of the x Y z system.
Due to the elastic iaotion this o .igin	 `^e a1l4r^atLv ditferent dhiw. the
canter of mass of the aystem. ka&lyses for both cases j with and without
orbital constraints, were performed. These anal yaes reveal girt while the
orbital constraints asauaptions =- a valid for a r :^gi.d body thc;y axe no't
valid for k. body with elastic parts. These assippti.ons are, however,
approximately valid if the ma. s of tip s elastic pa:^t of the aatellite is
relatively small relat:We to the -total mess of the satel Liter The raison
for the use of orbital constreain';s is, of course, that they simplify =she
analysis.
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S`* bility criteria have been derived for three equilibrium configurations.
These criter ,'AAare sbcvn to re3u--€ to the SmVity-gradivat stabilisati4on case
if the mass of the oscillators reduces to zarc.
The next ,stage of the investigation deals 'W th the examination of
stability of motion when the body has rotatioma motion relative to the
orbiting frame of reference. Successful treatment of this case will
require the development of new techniques for establielzmt of stability
in system$ that are obaracterized by d_ifferentW. equatlone with periodic
coefficients.
A discussion of additional problams of satellf.te atability which are
related to the present work and appear vort • of fu-.ure reaearch pis
is included in the introduction.
